
Design Type: 
Manifesting Generator

A Manifesting Generator has a defined 
sacral center (red square in the center) and 
a defined throat connected to one of the 
four motors through continuous definition. 
Manifesting Generators are 33% of the 
population.

You are a type of Generator (most common type) called a Manifesting Generator. 
With your throat connected to a motor, you can act but only once your sacral 
motor has responded. You can initiate conversation and action based on how 
your motor(s) are defined to your throat.

As a Generator type you are here to work and you are here to do the “right” 
work. The “right” work depends on how your sacral motor responds to being 
available. The sacral motor is your “gut” response mechanism. It is the key to 
your power. It is your navigation tool for making powerful choices in your life 
with clarity and correctness. Just like a car needs a key to turn it on, the sacral 
motor is turned on by two non-verbal sounds. Those two sounds are Uh-huh and 
Un-un. When you respond with these sounds you access your power and bring a 
level of energetic commitment that otherwise would not be available.

You carry a lot of power and are confident in your ability to do things. You also 
can feel limited and stuck at times. This brings anger and frustration which is 
the theme of a Manifesting Generator. Your greatest challenge will be to learn 
patience. This is where your strategy supports you. If you will learn to wait for 
something to respond to, your life will not meet resistance and interference of 
others trying to stop, control you or tell you what to do.

Your response process requires a number of steps in understanding its 
availability. Like a Generator you must honor your non-verbal sacral response 
to generate. And, rather than moving to generate, your process is to image 
the response as an action or feeling and if it doesn’t feel correct, revise your 
response. Only when a response is “tried on” can you move forward in your 
Manifesting strategy and inform others or be informed before you act. As a 
Manifesting Generator you are independent and don’t like to be told what to do. 
Life will flow better for you if you inform and are informed.

So, hold back from taking action too quickly once you feel that gut response. 
Imagine yourself in that situation and revisit your gut response from that place. 
You will know if your response is correct. This is how you “test drive” your 
response. You may appear to others that you are jumping around with things or 
can’t make up your mind but this is how you “try” things on first. This is correct 
for you, as long as you follow your “gut” response and use your sacral sounds as 
your strategy
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